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The airborne electromagnetic survey hat ditcloved 

b large number of individual conductors, of which 38 have been 

examined. Of these, 18 have botn eliminated aa being caueed 

by carbonaceous slate*, and pyrite or pyrrhotite of no economic 

interest ne&ociated with iron formation) Cour are probably due 

to overburden conduction (lakes, nwamp and clay); and one i* 

due to power Hue eftecte, etc.* In the iownaite area.

l Ifteen conductor9 of possible interest* of which 13 

He on /ingle-Barrlngton property* have been selected for ground 

investigation, Thit inveetig&tion will take the form of a vertical 

coil lOOD c.p. c, survey, fallowed by euch drilling a* may be

neccte&ry. Appr*.^Kimately SO ilne n*Ue0 of survey are 

i, in three bloc*.*. . ' ' :
"i

The magnetometer eurv&y data proved to be of utility

att a t.ourc* of structural information. The *cintilUtiun 

counter eurvey revealed no areas t*f significant increase in radio 

activity.



The following report in bated on the interpretation 

L-i the airborne geophysical surveys carried out by Aeromagnetic 

Surveys Limited on an area in Balmtr Township, Red Lake 

District, Ontario, for Anglo Bar r ing ton Mine* Limited.

The actual survey flight* were carried out on August 

16, 1956. Quantities recorded were:

l. Total intensity of the earth1 * magnetic field

Z. P400 * Phase angles, 400 c,p.*. electromagnetic

3. P2300 - Phase angles, 2SOO c.p.e. electromagnetic

4. Aircraft altitude above ground (radio altimeter)

b. Scintillation counter response

The mean terrain clearance was 500'. Positioning was 

by means of a 35 mm. fctrip camera synchronised with the other 

flight information. Technical details of the various items of 

equipment employed are given in the report by Aeromagnetic 

SurvdyB Limited and will not be repeated here.

The present interpretation is primarily concerned with 

the* electromagnetic information. The magnetic data is primarily 

employed to give structural Information which often reflects on the



f our c e of the electromagnetic Indications, The scintillation 

counter information has been examined for significant increases
' r ' ,, ' ' l \ '

in radioactivity. Areas of iake, swamp and heavy overburden, 

euch ae may cause electromagnetic anomalies, often give riee 

to recognisable radioactive "lows" and thereby sometime* re 

flect back on the source of the electromagnetic anomalies.

The criteria for selection of conductor* worthy of ground 

investigation are as follows t

(a) Electrical .

The magnitude of P400 is related to the sUe of the con 

ducting body causing the anomaly. The "sharpness" or peaked 

nature of the P4Q0 curve near a conductor is a good indication of 

the width of the conductor. A broad tone of conduction is like ly 

to be an overburden effect or else a broad conducting formation* 

usually of little economic interest. A sulphide replacement body 

will generally have a width of the order of 200* or less, and hence 

will give rise to a sharp or well-peaked curve.

The ratio of P400/P23UC*. for a conductor of homogeneous 

phyticeu properties may be taken as a measure of the actual con* 

ductivity of the conductor. /. highly conducting body (e.g. massive
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or heavy graphite) will give tt ratio vM.0 or greater. 

/i po fly conducting body (lake** *wamp*. clay, dUeemlnated 

 ulphlde*, etc.) will give rite to a P400/P2300 let* than 1,0, 

In practice , however , no body i* homOgeneou* , Hence . even a 

Urge, maeplve sulphide body usually ha* a considerable halo o! 

dUteiriln&ted mineralization around it. The latter may give 

rive to YTi&it of the quadrature on both 400 and 2)00 c.p,*, , and 

the whole body may then give a rather low ratio.

The following table tumtnarUe* the reault* o! eeveral 

te*t {light* over various *ulphidct ore bodies in New Bruntwick 

and Quebec . Where more than one euite of remit* are given over 

an ore body, the value* corretpondto different flight line* or 

"pafe'sep" over the ore body. The mean terrain clearance in 

each f light \va* 500', a* in the pve*ent survey.

Ojre^j&CHaj

Amco

Brunswick

P400

1 .4

1.6

0.9

' 0.8

1*400/1*2500

1.0

  1.1 f

- o* - fc' j
i.O\J:

0.7

1.1

i. e



Gpentieca Copper 

Mac Donald 

Mobrun

P40Q 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6

3.0 

O.S 

0.5

Hence, for a large ore body containing concentrated 

sulphide mineralization, we r.hould expect at lea*t one flight 

line to give riee to a P400/P2SOO greater than 1.0. Usually 

(but not aiwaye) we might fti*o expect a P400 and B to be greater 

than 1.0. Exception* to the above*unfortunately, arite in the 

case of large, very massive deposit** e.g., Mac Donald ore 

body.

(b) Geological Environment
* ' **^tM*i^*^**1--^*"^^--***^*^-*'-*'''*"' 4***-****'.

l he proximity to known npinoral deposit*, gos*anfi or 

float, or the c-intiiarity in geoiogicai environment to known

mineral occurrences nmy be fctrong points in favour of a con*
: ' - . i . ' 

duct or. By the ranje token, a conductor in a formation known to

contain graphite or e t. line water* would be le** favourably regarded.

In the present eurvey area tho Keewatin lava* are the 

favourable hoot rocks. The TirriUkanilng and Keewatin sediments 

anti iron formation are known to contain carbonaceous alate* and 

much pyrite and pyrrhotite of (to d&tejuo economic tignlficance.



Conductors in these rock* are therefore not believed to warrant 

detailed ground Investigation.

The geologic reference principally relied upon is 

"Geology of Balmer Twp.", by JS. O , Chisholm, Ontario Depart 

went of Mines, Vol. l,X, Pt. X, 1951, and Map 1951*5, " Town* 

t hip ci Balmer", scale l" I 1000'. In addition, a geologic plan 

on a s cale of l" : 200' of the Adam's JLake Area has been pro 

vided by Anglo Barrington Mines Limited*

Generally speaking i if a conductor coincides with a 

magnetic anomaly, however slight, there ie a good possibility of 

the conductor containing magnetite or pyrrhotite* In both In* 

fitanc.ee the likelihood is that the conductor is due primarily to 

sulphide mineralization . However* the absence of magnetic cor* 

relation does not imply that the conductor is not caused by sulphide 

mineralization.

In the present survey, of 38 conductors considered, almost 

half give positive magnetic correlation. Almost all of these Clearly 

He within the sedimentary * iron formation belts and are regarded 

to be of no immediate economic interest.

The magnetic contour plan clearly indicates the distribution
"; ' J '

of the magnetic iron formations , and generally confirms and extend*



the geology SJ.B mapped by Chisholm .

Thirty -eight conductor* have been numbered on 

the electromagnetic plan. These have been grouped* for 

convenience , in 8 groups A to H , The accompanying table 

gives the electrical characteristics, magnetic correlation 

and geological environment of each of the conductor!. We 

will disease each of these groups in turn.

Thie group liet in the general vicinity of Adam's 

Lake, in an area believed to be predominantly Keewatin vol 

canics, much altered by intrusion of granite (to the eatt) 

hornblende amphibolite and more basic rocks* Pyrite, pyrrho 

tite and some chalcopyrite are known to exist in andesite at 

the north end of Adam's Lake and for several hundred feet to 

the north. The area it thus generally favourable, geologically.

Approximately in the order of their interest these 

conductors are A2 AS, A6, A l, A4, AS and A? , All but A4 art 

on Anglo-Barrington property. Only A l exhibits tome magnetic 

correlation, and that is questionable. There is some possibility 

that t ^ and Afc are associated with a lent of iron formation and
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sediment i. repreeenting an un-mapped northward continuation 

of the belt striking north from the ft mall pond on the south 

tributary of Balmer Greek (see (group i)). A3 ie potcibly pre 

dominantly (Jue to swamp i but because of the geologic interest 

in the area, it cannot be overlooked.

It U to be appreciated that the airborne survey 

gives a rather gener ali Md picture of the ground conductor 

situation. The continuity and actual strike of the various con 

ductor* detected may be actuary at fcorne variance to the air-
•' .'' ' " { * i. ^ ' ' , . . ' ;

borne contouring. It in therefore deemed advisable to follow 

up the airborne survey in t hi* area with a detailed ground electro* 

magnetic survey. A baseline should be laid out lor about 8400' 

in length in a north-south direction a* shown on the accompanying 

electromagnetic plan. It could be along line UE (Waleh*Adam's 

Lake area) if the latter ie cut. The bate line should extend for 

about 2400* north of A dam 1 e Lake and southerly for about 6000*. 

Lines axe to be cut perpendicular to the base line At 4QO* interval!
*, ;,fc/ - ; i . ' - ' , . -- l [ ' - - 1 : '" J

to cover the. area ehown in outline. Theae linea will total about 

fifteen miles and will cover conductor* Al to A7, and aleo Q2 

(tee below). A e A4 and OZ lie outside the present property 

boundaries, the ground coverage on the e e would be dependent on



property acquisition. The writer would, however, strongly 

advise againet large down payment* in any property dealing* 

on untested conductors, of relatively low priority* each a* 

A4 and G?.,

It is recommended that a 1000 c.p.e. vertical loop 

Byetern be employed in thi* survey. Exploratory drilling 

could be based on the ground electromagnetic eurvey result** 

preferably followed by detailed geologic examination.

A e there le eome doubt ae to the strike direction of 

AS, it may be advisable, depending on the result* of the 

initial coverage,to cut a few north-south picket lines across 

this conductor'

The E.M. survey would preferably be done in the 

winter, ae it would be desirable to cover Adam 1 * Lake. ,

Gj^up B

Conductors B l to B S are grouped in aa arc to the west 

and south of O'Keefe i/ake, in an area mapped generally as 

granite and granitUed greenstone. Chisholm remarks on a large
f

body of pyrrhotite carrying trace* of copper and gold Jutt west 

of O'Keefe Lake. This body doon not show on the airborne 

electromagnetic survey although it doe* show up as a 75 gamma



rnagnetlc anomaly. Each of B l * B2 and BS is in a magnetically 

contorted area, although precise correlation is lacking. Thes* 

conductors all have sharp or fairly sharp E.M. peaks and good 

ratios.

Ground electromagnetic coverage is proposed lor 

theee conductors, with a baue line about 6000* long, striking 

about N4UL (true) and about 8 miles of picket line at 400* 

intervals perpendicular to it. The proposed coverage it shown 

on the electromagnetic plan. The coverage extends over the 

known gooean and mineralised nones as well as B l and BS.

Thin group (CI to C4) includes the strongest conductors. . . .-.t. - \
(CI and C2) of the whota survey area j None of this grpup adhibits 

true magnetic correlation. The ne lie in an area of interbedded 

Keewatin lavas and sediments (carbonaceous slates ftnd iron 

formation). From Chisholm1 s mapping it would appear that Ofc 

has been cross-sectioned by a long drill hole, showing much carbon-
•p ' ' ' ' ' '

slate. Chisholm mentions "Timinkaming-type sediments.

the north limb c f the sedimentary band that crosses the 

i); rian property and folds northward vn the Found I-ak^ property", 

but nothing to support this is shown on Map 1961*3. However*
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the aeromagnetic survey would support Chi*holm'* remark*. 

This (suggests that group C may be a direct continuation i in 

a iow magnetite form, of the sedimentary -ir on formation band
11 \ *!. l * ' '

which contains conducting group E (see below). It i* therefore 

probable that group C ia of no more direct interest than group 

E . However , there i* Sufficient uncertainty about the matter 

that a limited amount of ground investigation would be warranted* 

particularly with the object of tyfng the main conductor* into 

the known drilling . Chisholm speak* of five drill hole* put down 

in 1946. but only two hole* have been plotted on hi* map. 

Perhaps additional information ie available.

A bate line (#3) should be cut in a NZO w orientation 

for approximately one mile in length in thi* vicinity. Approxi 

mately seven mile* of picket line should be cut at 400' interval* 

at right angles to the bace Hue, and vertical loop B* M. should 

be carried out thereon. This area i* outlined on the electro 

magnetic plan map. M the completion of the survey, careful 

correlation with the previous drilling will probably indicate whether 

any further action is required.

to

This is a group of strong conductors, each with magnetic 

correlation , lying on what is clearly a contorted belt Of Timiskaming
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containing carbonaceous alate* and iron formation, 

jrvmch replaced by pyrite and pyrrhotite. The sulphide* are 

nowhere known to carry worthwhile amounts oi gold or bate 

met a i s. Conduction in thie belt likely reside* in the sulphides 

and the carbonaceous elates and is not believed to be of immediate 

interest.

The possibility exists that AS, A6 and A? are indirect 

continuations of this cone.

OrougJB (El to E6)

This group lies in a belt similar and parallel to that 

of group D and the same negative conclusion is drawn with regard 

to their immediate interest.

Groupjf (FI toF6)

FI to F4 lie on the north-west continuation of the D 

group sedimentary belt. Pyrrhotite and pyrite in association with 

iron formation appears to be the source of these conductor a. Mo 

action it; recommended on these.

FS is associated with the north-west extension of the 

more southerly sedimentary belt, vig, that containing group E. 

It i s likewise believed to be cf no interest.
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F6 lies in the water of Balmer Lake. An examination 

uf the li.M, tracev euggoet* that it i* primarily due to the lake 

bt/ttom f ediments. Mete the low JMOO/P2SOO ratio here,

Ojroju^C (OlundOZ)

This group i i* of relatively weak conductors with poor 

ratios and broad i..M. curve forms. Ol i*, in fact* believed 

to be due to twamp in Balmer Creek. 02 ha* some magnetic 

correlation and may be of greater interest. The A group pro* 

posed ground E .M* coverage ha* been extended to eover the 02 

area providing suitable property arrangement* can b* made.

OrougJ!(Hl toK4)

H l le believed to be du* primarily to man made 

effects (power line*, etc*) in the towntite area, po**ibly with 

some assietance from the talc *cni*t in the region. In any case, 

it hat been well cros*-sectioned by drilling, according to map 

19&1-3,

112 and H) are undoubtedly overburden effect* * Judging 

by the b* on d curve form*, poor ratios and the known heavy drift 

cover. - . '

H4 i s outside the mapped and contoured area and appears 

ae a tingle sharp anomaly on line 10. It i* close to the short of 

WcKeoly B it y and i* in Timiskaming pediment*. It ha* no magnetic



correlation mid ie therefore probably due to graphite or pyrite. 

It ho j cis no more interest than the conductor* of group* D, E

and F. . "" . ''' '.'' , ' - , ' ; " i '. ' ' .'' 

I^TA.l.t.EftJN;^^^ : , . : . , 

 A B has been indicated above* the magnetic survey ha* 

 supplied useful structural And detailed correlative information
1 .'' '' ' - : '" ' ,5 ' ,.A ; , Y" , '-. 

regarding the E.M, conductor*. In particular, in detailing the

location of the various iron formation** the aeromagnetic* ha* 

enabled us to eliminate from primary ground investigation the 

conductors of group* D , E and F.

the contortion* of the iron formation band* *ugge*t 

a major foid axis striking south*ea*t aero** the are*. Tht* *xU 

i* r.hown t n the Aeromagnetic plan map- The *ugge*tion by 

Chibhoim that the sediment* are in Inter infolded basin* in the 

Keewatin volcanic e might e^laln the general weakne** of the north 

limb of the fold, a* reflected in decreased magnetic activity* 

;PETAj,ijSpr Ij*T.|ft^

K o single positive anomaly of any significance i* to be 

eeen on the radioactive trace*. The criterion employed i* that in 

order to be significant an anomaly must be greater than twice the



t
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normal background variations.

The only marked anomalle* are negative on** ovor 

and heavy ww&wpft.

Respectfully iubmitted,

HftroldO. Seigel, P. Bng.

Toronto, 
Jauuury 17, 
l 9 E- 7
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ASL 2-4-249 February 19th, 1957.

Anglo Barrington Mines Limited,
504 Canadian Bank of Commerce Chambers,
WINNIPEG 2, Manitoba.

Attention: Mr. H. O.K. 
Secretary

Hindley,

Gentlement

We are pleased to forward the particulars of an airborne geophysioal 
survey conducted for you in the Red Lake Area of Northern Ontario.

In August, 1956, Aeromagnetic Surveys Limited carried out a combined 
airborne geophysical survey using a Canso aircraft equipped vith a magnetometer, 
electromagnetic equipment and an airborne radiation detector. A total of 123 
line miles at 1/8 mile spacing were flovra, of which about 65 line miles Vere 
over claims held by Anglo Barrington Mines in B'almer Township. The northeast- 
southwest flight line direction was chosen to cross rather than parallel the 
assumed formations! trend. The resulting aeromagnetic maps confirm to a large 
extent the original concept of the regional geology.

The scale of the base maps is 1,320 feet to the inch, and the survey 
results have been plotted on those reduced from Forestry Resources Inventory 
maps* The completed final maps and the original survey data was sent to Dr. 
H. O* Seigel on January 3rd, 1957 as instructed by Anglo Barrington 1 s letter 
of November l 6th, 1956.

The following is a short account of the survey, a brief description 
of the survey records, and a small transparent scale which may be used in 
measuring the low frequency and high frequency profiles on the electromagnetic 
records. ,

-Tap.3 - Records Top to Bottom

1. Scintillometer . scale is 6,000 counts per minute at an integrating time
of l second across full width of chart which is 2 inches* 

The zero reading is set to coincide with the bottom edge of the chart*

2. AP--1 - or terrain clearance record* Mid position on the Chart is set
at 500 feet above ground elevation on take off using the aircraft 

altimeter. The range of the chart is then 500 feet across the full width 
(2 inches) or 250 feet above and below the mid position.

. . . * . . *~

A MEMBER OF HUNTING ASSOCIATES LIMITED
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3. pgh frequency - E. M, Profile 2300 cycle frequency. This indicates phase
shift in the received signal at this frequency compared 

with the transmitted signal* The full width of the chart (2 inches) 
represents 8*.

4* fe)w frequency - E. M. Profile 400 cycle frequency. This indicates the
phase shift in the received signal at this frequency 

compared with the transmitted signal* The full width of the chart 
(2 inches) represents 40.

5. Positioning - Along the upper edge of both the combined tape and the 
magnetometer tape, there are a series of small fiducial 

marks. These correspond to the numbered frames of the positioning camera 
exposures and are usually in multiples of ten* The marks will be on the 
even decimal. Below these marks in places will be the numbers of plotted 
points and to the left of each of these points a line along which the 
intercept for the reading for this point was taken* This displacement 
to the left is to correct for the lag in the record due to the movement 
of the aircraft over the ground and the period of the response of the re- 
corder, plus the offset in record pen relative to fiducial pen.

6* j&pe Sfceeft - or horizontal scale. This will vary from 1-1/2 to 6 inches 
per minute* The speed of the aircraft will also vary with 

throttle settings and winds, therefore, the correct horizontal scale will 
only be known by plotting two adjacent points on a base map and equating 
this distance to the length on the tape between the same two points. The 
tape speeds will be given on the flight report for each day.

In general, when a tape speed of 6 inches per minute is used, 
a rough chart scale would then be l inch * 1,760 feet, assuming that the 
PBY Caneo is the survey aircraft and that it is flying 120 miles per hour.

Tae

- these are the same as for the combined tape.

2. ^gnetioJfrof^Llg - this gives the relative value of the earth's total
field. These values are referred to the datum setting 

which will be the minimum to ensure that no negative readings are recorded 
over the area of the survey. The datum is marked on each tape.

3* Se.neiiy.yj.ty - the value of the full width of the chart (10 inches) may be
varied from 500 to 2,000 gamma and the setting will be de 

termined by the magnetic nature of the area* The sensitivity will be marked 
on the daily flight reports.

4* lEape Speed - refer back to No. 6 under 'Combined Tape*.
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Flight Records

These are packaged separately for each flying day and will consist of 
the following:

1. KLight Report giving;

(a) Place and Date and Aircraft.

(b) Lines flown, sequence, time of each traverse.

(c) flying height.

(d) Sensitivities of records.

(e) Tape Speeds,

2. Positioning photography.

The dual-frequency electromagnetic equipment used on the survey was 
developed by P*S.C. Applied Research Limited, and is based on a Finnish design. 
A large horizontal transmitting coil is fixed on the aircraft and transmits 
an alternating electromagnetic field at two frequencies 400 and 2,300 cycles 
per second. The receiving coils are carried in a towed bird. The system 
measures the phase angle between the resultant and primary magnetic fields. 
This angle is a function of the out of phase component of the resultant field.

The phase angle shift is measured at two different operating frequencies 
since the ratio of the angles measured gives an estimate of the relative con 
ductivity of the energised body, and also extends the range of conductivity 
over which the equipment is operable. This ratio is calculated by dividing 
the low frequency phase lag by the high frequency lag. It should be noted 
that when the phase angle is less than 0.2 degrees, the calculated ratio may 
not be indicative since small changes in the measurement of the angles, or 
in the choice of datum have a very great effect on the ratio. In addition, 
such low anomalies approach the normal background variation of the equipment.

The survey results indicate a great many conductive zones and therefore 
some general remarks may be made to aid in the evaluation of the more significant 
anomalies. The height of the low frequency response is related to the size, 
depth, and attitude of the conductive body, while the ratio is a measure of 
the relative conductivity.

Poor conductors, such as lakes or areas of swamp and wet clay, respond 
to the high frequency more than to the low frequency and thus are characterized 
by the low ratios of the order of 0.4 or less. The low frequency phase readings 
are generally low, although deep brackish water, or a thick layer of conducting 
overburden may produce a high response. Furthermore, deposits of disseminated 
conductive minerals suoh as sulphides or graphite are also poor conductors and 
show low ratios.
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Massive good conductors are characterized by high ratios of the order 
of 0.6 or greater. Where a high ratio appears in conjunction with a very low, 
low frequency reading, the ratio may or may not indicate a good conductor* If 
the profile shows the anomaly to be the same order as the background variation, 
the ratio is unlikely to be significant. If, however, the anomaly appears as 
a discrete peak on the record, then it merits more attention. Other good con 
ductors besides sulphides and graphite which may produce a response are such 
things as buildings with steel construction, power lines, telephone lines, 
railways and bridges.

These rules are generalisations which have been found to apply in many 
areas. To obtain the maximum benefit from the survey results, they should be 
carefully correlated with all available geological data concerning both bedrock 
and surficial conditions. A quick and effective aid in assessing the E. M. re 
sults is to study them in conjunction with aerial photography covering the area.

A careful stereoscopic examination of the photos will delineate any 
surface features which may produce a response as well as add new structural data 
to the known geology. However, in this particular area there is a lot of over 
burden and evidence of glaciation and large areas appear to have little outcrop* 
Usually this method allows concentration on those anomalies of possible eoonomio 
significance and field work can therefore be directed toward their investigation.

We are enclosing as requested three copies of the above, and under 
separate cover we are sending two prints of each magnetic and electromagnetic 
contoured map for the surveyed area In Balmer Township.

Yours very truly, 

AEROMAGNETIC SURVEYS LIMITED,

WRLTjST 
Ends*

V. R. L. Torrance, 
Geologist*
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LUNDBE^ EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
96 EGLINTON AVE.EAST 

TORONTO l?,ON T.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we (Lundberg Explorations Limited 

of 96 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada) carried
-' i f -/"? (O i.'' ' ;''"/ ' ' f' i

out airborne geophysical surveys over Claims K. R. L. 34309 to 34340 

inclusive and Claims K.R. L. 34682 to 34702 inclusive. These claims 

are located in the Reynor Lake area, Kenora-Red Lake Mining 

Division. The survey was carried out for the Anglo Barrington 

Mines Limited of 504 Canadian Bank of Commerce Chambers, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Hans Lundberg, president of Lundberg Explorations, made 

the interpretation and prepared the report. He was assisted by 

Basil T. Wilson, chief geologist of the company.

The field work was performed between September l and 

September 4, 1955. The claims and an adjoining area (part of 

which is located in Manitoba) were surveyed. The total area of the 

Ontario portion of the survey is approximately 27 square miles.
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The profiles were spaced at 1/8 mile interval and the 

total mileage flown in Ontario is 216 miles, of which 39 miles 

were flown over the Anglo Barringjon claims.

The three methods used for this survey are as follows:

(a) Magnetic
(b) Electromagnetic
(c) Radiation

The Magnetic Method

The magnetometer used is the "Lundberg type" 

designed to record the vertical component of the magnetic field. 

Besides amplifier and recording device, it is composed of a 

sensitive magnetic element kept in proper orientation by a gyro 

scope. The magnetic intensity recorded may be contoured at 

100 gamma interval. A calibrator built into the instrument is used 

for controlling the intensity datum during flight. Dominion Observatory 

charts are used to avoid variations caused during magnetic storms.

The Electromagnetic Method

The Lundberg E. M. C. technique was employed. A
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motor-driven generator supplies alternating current through the 

terminals of a long, well grounded, insulated cable. By means of 

airborne receiving equipment, the horizontal component of the 

electromagnetic field is recorded.

The Radiation Method

A scintillation counter was used especially designed 

for airborne work by K. I. Roulston, R. W. Pringle, and G. W. 

Brownell of Winnipeg. With this very sensitive instrument con 

tinuous recordings are made of the variations in radiation from 

the earth's surface. The counting rate and efficiency of this instru 

ment may be adjusted for optimum performance for each case and 

purpose.

Basil T. Wilson, P. Eng.
Vice-President 

LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

Toronto, Ontario 
August 22 
1956



LUNDBE10 EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
86 EOLINTON AVE.EAST 

TORONTO I?,ONT.

MEMORANDUM
REGARDING THE BOUNDARY AREA REPORT 
FOR ANGLO BAR R ING TON MINES LIMITED

Map No. 23-396-7A - Supplementary Map of the Electromagnetic 
Results in the Boundary Area, Manitoba and Ontario

In reporting our interpretation of the electromagnetic 

results of the Boundary Area emphasis was placed on anomalies 

occurring in or near the belt of sedimentary rocks. Several other 

anomalies occur in an area supposedly underlain by granite or 

granite gneiss. As the geological map used is of a reconnaissance 

nature, it may be permissible to assume that rocks of a more 

basic type could be present in the vicinity of these indications 

which occur in an area of relatively high magnetic intensity. It is 

therefore felt that these indications should warrant further con 

sideration and study.

The anomalies are located near the ground cable in 

the central portion of the map on the Ontario side of the boundary* 

The major anomaly is about three quarters of a mile long and has
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an east-west trend.

An overlay map, scale: one inch to 11320 feet, 

has been prepared. This map supplements a portion of Map No. 

23*396-7 showing several of the minor anomalies and the anomaly 

now discussed which has been cross-hatched.

We are preparing a more complete copy of Map 

No. 23-396*7 to Include also the anomaly shown in the supplement.

As this anomaly mainly occurs over a lake, follow- 

up with ground electromagnetic work would not Involve any line- 

cutting as such a reconnaissance could be carried out with a 

cable laid on the ice.

, Respectfully submitted* 

LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED,

Hans Lundberg 
President

i

Toronto, Ontario 
November 2 
1955



LUNDBE^b EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
96 EOLINTON AVE.EAST 

TORONTO I2.ONT.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is to certify that we (Lundberg Exploration* Limited 

of 96 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto 12* Ontario* Canada) carried 

out airborne geophysical surveys over Claim* K,R. L,. 34309 to 34340 

inclusive and Claims K.R. L. 34682 to 34702 inclusive* These claim* 

are located in the Reynor Lake area, Kenora-Red Lake Mining 

Division. The survey was carried out for the Anglo Barrington 

Mines Limited of 504 Canadian Bank of Commerce Chambers,
^ '

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Hans Lundberg, president of Lundberg Explorations* made 

the interpretation and prepared the report, He was assisted by 

Basil T. Wilson, chief geologist of the company.

The field work was performed between September l and
1 \ . . " . "

September 4, 1955. The claims and an adjoining area '(part of
" - '* , ! "' : . ' -

which is located in Manitoba) were surveyed. The total area of the 

Ontario portion of the survey is approximately 27 square miles.
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The profiles were spaced at 1/8 mile interval and the 

total mileage flown in Ontario is 216 miles, of which 39 miles 

were flown over the Anglo Barrington claims.

The three methods used for this survey are a* follows:

(a) Magnetic
(b) Electromagnetic
(c) Radiation

The Magnetic Method

The magnetometer used is the "Lundberg type" 

designed to record the vertical component of the magnetic field. 

Besides amplifier and recording device, it is composed of a 

sensitive magnetic element kept in proper orientation by a gyro- 

scope. The magnetic intensity recorded may be contoured at 

100 gamma interval. A calibrator built into the Instrument ismsed 

for controlling the intensity datum during flight* Dominion Observatory 

charts are used to avoid variations caused during magnetic storms.

The Electromagnetic Method

The Lundberg E. M, C. technique was employed. A
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motor-driven generator supplies alternating current through the 

terminals of a long, well grounded, insulated cable. By means of 

airborne receiving equipment, the horizontal component of the 

electromagnetic field is recorded.

1: ' '

The Radiation Method

A scintillation counter was used especially designed 

for airborne work by K.I. R oule ton, R. W. Pringle, and G. W. 

Brownell of Winnipeg. With this very sensitive instrument con 

tinuous recordings are made of the variations in radiation from 

the earth's surface. The counting rate and efficiency of this instru 

ment may be adjusted for optimum performance for each case and 

purpose.

Basil T. Wilson, P. Eng.
Vice-President 

MJNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

Toronto, Ontario 
August 2 2 
1956



EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
96 EGLINTON AVE.EAST 

TORONTO 12.ONT.

REPORT ON THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS
ON THE BOUNDARY AREA, MANITOBA AND ONTARIO

FOR ANGLO BARRINGTON MINES LIMITED

INTRODUCTION

In September 1955 an airborne geophysical survey 

was carried out over an area on the Ontario-Manitoba boundary* 

The area is bounded by Snowshoe Lake on the north and Davidson 

Lake on the south, and is located about forty miles northwest of 

Minaki, Ontario. The survey area is roughly rectangular and 

extends three miles into Ontario and two and one-quarter miles 

into Manitoba, Lines were flown one-eighth mile apart and are 

about nine miles long. The claims held by Anglo-Barrlngton 

Mines Limited are in the southern part of the surveyed ground in 

the vicinity of Reynar Lake.

No detailed geological maps of the area are available. 

A report for the Ontario Department of Mines by D. R* Derry 

entitled, "Geology of the Area from Minaki to Sydney Lake*
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District of Kenora" discusses the geology of part of the survey 

area. The report is accompanied by a map drawn to a scale of 

one inch equal to three miles which shows the major portion of the 

area to be underlain by granite and granite gneiss. However a belt 

of sedimentary gneiss, schist, conglomerate and quartette crosses 

the southern portion of the area in the vicinity of Reynar Lake. 

As similar formations are host rocks for sulphide occurrences 

at Werner Lake twelve miles to the east, it is possible that the 

Reynar Lake belt could provide a favourable location for sulphide 

deposits.

' ' \ '

THE GEOPHYSICAL SUR VEY

Three airborne geophysical methods were used for

this survey.

The Magnetic Method

For this survey the Lundberg airborne magnetometer
t ~ ".

was used. By recording the vertical component of the earth's

i magnetic field the anomalies are obtained directly over the
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magnetic bodies. The outlining of a magnetic anomaly from the 

airborne recordings can be made with such accuracy that no 

detail magnetic ground work is needed to stake the claims. 

However, before drilling is undertaken on any promising anomalous 

area, it is generally advisable to take observations along a lew 

profiles with a sensitive ground magnetometer.

The Electromagnetic Method

The electromagnetic exploration method used is 

especially developed by Lundberg Explorations Limited for the 

type of ore bodies found in this region. While receivers and 

recorders are carried in the aircraft, the electromagnetic field 

is produced from cables with a current source on the ground. 

With this method even small sulphide bodies may be detected by 

the airborne instruments*

The energlelng cable was laid along an east-west 

line in the centre of the surveyed area.

The Radiation Method r
1 ' : . ' - '' ' \'

*. f- t -

Uranium, thorium and very minor amounts of radium
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occur in most igneous and some sedimentary rocks* These 

elements produce gamma radiation in proportion to the amount of 

element present in the rock. Potassium in the form of K also 

produces gamma particles which contribute to the total radiation. 

There appears to be an approximate relationship between the con 

centration of radioactive minerals and the acidity or basicity of a 

of a particular rock; that is, the concentration of radioactive 

minerals in granite is generally greater than that in diorite or 

gabbro. Thus in an area of abundant outcrop the radiation pattern 

could provide a useful mapping method in addition to indicating 

any large concentrations of radioactive minerals.

An airborne scintillation counter was used lor 

this survey. It is essentially a gamma sensitive crystal* or 

crystals combined with photocells, amplifiers and recorders for 

obtaining continuous recordings of the radioactive variations* 

The counting rate of this Instrument is variable and can be 

adjusted to give the best information for the type of problem to be 

solved,
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AU three instruments were mounted in the aircraft. 

Simultaneous recordings were made during flight of the magnetic, 

electromagnetic and radiation variations.

Approximately 376 miles of profile were flown 

and, recorded. Of the total mileage, 153 miles were flown in 

Manitoba, 216 miles in Ontario and 9 miles along the boundary. 

Thirty-nine line miles were flown over Anglo-Bar r ing ton claims 

in Ontario and 30 line miles over their ground in Manitoba.

RESULTS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

Maps Nos. 23-396-7; -5; -6, and -6A

Four maps, drawn to a scale of one inch equal 

to one quarter of a mile, accompany the report.

Map No. 23-396-7 shows the trends of the

indicated conductors by means of contour lines. The conductive 

zones are coloured orange with a deeper shade to show a better 

conductor. The favourable conductive 1 cones have been cross- 

hatched.
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Map No. 23-396-5 shows the trend of the magnetic 

variations by means of iso-magnetlc contour lines. The areas of 

high magnetic intensity are coloured blue and those of low intensity 

are coloured red,

Map No. 23*396*6 shows the variations in radiation 

intensity in profile. The areas showing high radiation have been 

coloured red. Map No. 23-396-6A is an overlay and has been 

contoured to show the areas of high radiation*

DISCUSSION OF THE GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS

Interpretation of airborne geophysical results consists 

of several stages. The flight results are transferred to a base 

map in profile and the anomalous portions correlated from line to 

line. The shape and trend of the magnetic and conductive areas 

are governed as much as possible by geological conditions pre 

vailing in the area. Thus in order to determine the significance 

of the various anomalies a detailed geological map of the area 

is necessary. For this report the Minaki-Sydney Lake sheet of
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the Ontario Department of Mines has been used. Unfortunately, 

however, this map shows only the major rock types, i.e., 

granitic, sedimentary* etc. As the sedimentary rock types 

present a much more favourable location for mineralization than 

the granitic rocks, stress has been placed on anomalies occurring 

within or near this sedimentary belt. However, the sedimentary 

belt consists of several rock types; sedimentary gneiss, schist 

conglomerate and quartzite. Thus a detailed geological map of 

the area would have been of assistance in further evaluating the 

results.

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Several cones of high conductivity were located by 

means of the airborne electrical survey. Some of these appear 

to be very good conductors, whereas others are minor. In the 

vicinity of the cable the indications are obscured by the response 

from the current in the cable. Conductors or groups of con 

ductors are shown on the map as cones and are numbered l, 2, 

3, etc.
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Zone l

The conductor designated as Zone l is situated
- "' "' . \ ' ' /' 

near the north shore of Reynar Lake and is about two and one-half

miles in length. This anomaly is underlain by the sedimentary 

series and could, therefore, be significant. It is likely however 

that such a strong feature is caused by a shear Bone rather than 

a metallic sulphide deposit. However* the north portion of the 

anomalous Bone appears to be intersected by a series of north-west 

trending minor anomalies having a finger-like appearance* This 

feature indicates a possible subsidiary fracture pattern which, 

because of its association with a major break, may be of significance 

with regard to sulphide deposition, As these subsidiary patterns 

occur near the shore of Reynar Lake, prospecting on the ground 

might yield some worthwhile information concerning the nature of 

the conductor.

Zone Z !

Zone 2 roughly parallels the north shore of 

Davidson Lake and is about two ifklles in length, Like Zone l it is
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possible that this anomaly represents a shear cone. About one- 

quarter of a mile west of the Ontario-Manitoba boundary the 

anomaly passes from a granite area to the sedimentary belt* As 

the geological map used is only of a reconnaissance nature it is 

possible that the feature represented by this anomaly is entirely 

within the sedimentary series. However, another likelihood is

that the anomaly represents a shear or fault Bone which passes
. - . ^ 

from the sediments into the granite. Here again it is doubtful

that metallic sulphides would be responsible for the entire 

anomaly although sulphide masses within the shear may have 

added to the total conductivity.

Two northwesterly trending tongues occur on 

the anomaly at the west end of Davidson Lake* Examination of 

the ground underlying these tongues, as well as the north shore 

of Davidson Lake east to the boundary, might yield some 

information as to the nature of the conductor.

Zone 3

Zone 3 consists of three anomalies having an
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approximately east-west trend. The more westerly anomaly i* 

about half a mile long, the central anomaly (which crosses the 

border) and the most easterly anomaly about three-quarters of 

a miles in length,

The most westerly anomaly in the group is under 

lain by the sedimentary series. The other anomalies are under 

lain by granite. However, as the dip bf the sediments is to the 

north it is possible that these indications represent a conductor 

within the sediments at depth.

Although it is unlikely that sulphides occur along 

the full length of these indications it is possible that concen 

trations occur within these zones. However, it Is felt that 

emphasis should be placed on Zones l and 2 as these indications

are more intense.

- 3 '- .

General

Numerous minor anomalies were detected in 

areas underlain by granite. Although these indications appear
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to follow a definite pattern they are not felt to be of economic 

importance and, for this reason, are not shown on the map. 

However, several of the more intense minor indications have been 

included in addition to the three major zones.

THE MAGNETIC SURVEY

There were no well defined magnetic anomalies 

indicated by the survey. From the geological map of the area it 

appears that the area of highest magnetic intensity is more closely 

related to the granites rather than to sedimentary rocks. This 

would indicate that the granite contains a fair amount of magnetite 

as an accessory mineral. In general low magnetic intensities 

were recorded over the known sedimentary belt. Therefore if 

the electromagnetic anomalies, which are located within this belt, 

are caused by sulphides they are of the non-magnetic variety.

The geological map of the area assumes granite 

to occur in the vicinity of Narraway Lake. On the magnetic map
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provide a useful mapping method; however, the numerous lakes 

and swamps in this area obscure the picture.

The lack of well defined radiation anomalies 

in the area indicates that there are no near-surf ace deposits 

of commercial radioactive minerals.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the electromagnetic survey

indicates locations where prospecting in greater detail by ground 

methods appears justified. The major electromagnetic anomalies 

are underlain by or occur near a belt of sedimentary rocks* As 

sulphide mineralization occurs in a similar sedimentary belt 

to the east of the area at Werner Lake, it is possible that these 

electromagnetic indications are due in part to sulphides.

We would appreciate being kept informed of 

the results of any further exploration as this would enable us
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to better evaluate the results of these surveys and, in this way, 

help to guide a future development program.

Respectfully submitted, 

LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED,

Hans Lundberg 
President

Toronto, Ontario 
October 11 
1955
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February 7th, 1957.

Dear Sir:

Herewith for your information is a geophysical 

report covering mining claims KHL.37500-539 inclusive 

and HKL.34682-702 inclusive in the Reynar Lake area, 

submitted by Anglo Barrin^ton Mines Limited,

Yours very truly,

:AB R. V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Kesidont Geologist, c.c. Dr. M. fc. Hurst,
KRNOKA, Provincial Geologist.

Ontario, Dept.of Mines, Buildinfo,
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December H, 1956.

t'eor liirs

This letter is your authority to confirm 26.8 

days geophysical work on each of ruining claims KRL.37500 

to 37539 incl., and KRL.34682 to 34702 Incl,, In the 

Reynar Lake Area.

Youra very truly,

RVS/KC
H. V. Scott, 

Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

I'.r. W. Ko6tariti.il, 
f'i.ning Recorder. 
US!/ LAKE, Ontario.

cc - Anglo Barrlngton Mines Ltd,, 
50/j Canadian Bank of Commerce

Chambers, 
Winnipeg 2, Manitoba.
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES,

63.751

TO. Dr. K.E. Hurst, 
Provincial Geologist, 
Department of Mines.

Attached are Airborne Magnetometer, Fftectro- 
magnetic and Scintillometer surveys covering 
61 mining claims Nos. KRL.37500 to 37539 
inclusive and 346S2 to 34702 inclusive in 
the Reynar Lake Area.

The recorded holders, Anglo Barrington Mines 
Limited, would appear to be entitled to a 
credit of 26. B days per claim.

X

FWK/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch,

December 14th, 1956.
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ANGLO BAURINGTON MINKS LIMITED
501 CANADIAN HANK OF COMMliKCK CIIAMBKRS 

WINNIPEG 2, CANADA

X

December lith 1956

Mining Lands Branch, Department of Mines,
Parliament Buildings, ' . , ,
TORONTO. 2. X'.V^ V " ' '":^ : \

f^r .V"'" \' 1 ! ' ; -"'-"- *
For the attention of Mr.. R.V.Scott. s

X
x1

Dear Sir, ^

In reply to your letter/of December 3rdtJj^ airborne 
survey by Lundberg Explorations Limitle^T-included-the" Claims numbers 
KRL.37500 to KRL.37507 inclusive.

Work was reported on our block of Claims in this area 
as follows:-

1. KKL.34682 to KRL.34702 inclusive
KRL.37500 to KRL.37539 inclusive - 20 days airborne survey

and 20 days drilling.

2.. KRL.37963 to KRL.37967 inclusive
KRL.38101 to KRL,.38108 inclusive - 40 days drilling.

3. KRL.38152 to KRL.38163 inclusive - No work reported.

Yours truly, 

ANGLO ERRINGTON MINES LIMITED.

/
H.O.R.Hindley 

Secretary

HOHHjhb
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December 3rd, 1956.

Gentlemen;

In your letter of October 29th, you 
state that a new group of eight contiguous 
claiMs nos. KRL.37500 to KRL.37507 inclusive 
in the Reynar Lake Area were staked at the 
same time as when the Airborne Geophysical 
Surveys wore made by Lundberg Explorations 
Limited. In the report submitted by this 
firm they show a total of 39 miles having 
been flown over your claims. Does this 
39 miles also cover the eight new claims? 
Have you recorded any work on these ei^ht 
claims? Please clarify.

Yours very truly,

FWM/LB Ralph V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Anglo Barrington Mines Limited,
504 Canadian Bank of Commerce Chambers,
WINNIPEG 2 , Manitoba.
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ANOLO BARRINQTON MINES LIMITED
504 CANAIHAN HANK OF COMMERCE CHAMBERS 

WINNIPEG 2, CANADA

October 29th 1956.^

Ontario Department of Mines 
Mining Lands Branch 
Parliai aent Bui l din g s ,
TOifDNTO. 2 . Ontario.

Lear Sirs,

In reply to your letter of the 16th October we 
regret that the Claim numbers shown on the Maps accompanying 
the Airborne Geophysical report were partially incorrect.

At the time that the survey was made our title 
to Claims Number KRL.34309 to KRL.34340 was in dispute. The 
claims were accordingly restaked and numbered KRL.37508 to 
KHL.37539. At the same time 8 contiguous claims were staked 
numbered KRL.37500 to KRL.37507*

All these claim numbers and boundaries are shown 
now on the plans you returned to us which we enclose. You will 
see that the boundaries of this block do not agree precisely 
with the boundaries roughed in originally by Lundberg Explorations, 
However, we have shown the boundaries as indicated on the official 
claims map in relation to topographical features.

We also return Map 23-396-7A which covers an 
area referred to in the report but upon which we had not then 
staked any claims.

Youps truly, 

ANGLO BAHRINGTOH MINES LIMITED.

H.O.R.Hindley 
Secretary
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October 16, 19564

Ret Geophysical Survey
Ontario-Manitoba Boundary

Gentlemen i*

The enclosed eight toftps, which were submitted 
with the above taentioned survey, are being returned for 
completion*

On each of the maps must be shown the individual 
claim boundaries and claim numbers.

The claims concerned are numbered

KRL 34309 to 34340* inclusive, and 
KRL 34662 to 34702, inclusive.

Yours vory truly,

DSA/MCO, 
Encs*

R* V. Scott,
Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Anglo farrington f li ne D Limited,
504 Canadian Bank of Commerce
Chambers,
WimaPKO, 2, Manitoba. oc Mr* W* Kostantin, 

Mining Recorder, 
RED LAKE, Ontnrio.
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Geological Contact (approx.)

SEDIMENTS

SEDIMENTS

AREA O f H lfiH
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-cfynamvc lines of verVical magnate intensity* 
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